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If A, B are m x n matrices of complex numbers and A is b scalar 
variable, then A + II B is called a pencil of matrices, or a matrix pen il. This 
volume contains 18 papers presented at a conference devoted t Matrix 
Pencils held March 22-24, 1982, in Sweden under the sponsorshi 
i 
of the 
Institute of Information Processing, Numerical Analysis departmen at the 
University of UmeB, and the Swedish Institute of Applied Mathema cs. 
The basic structure of a matrix pencil has been well known for so e time. 
See, e.g., Chapter XII on the Kronecker canonical form of a matrix ncil in 
Gantmacher’s, Theoy of Matrices, Volume ZZ. 
The continued interest in matrix pencils stems from the impo 
they play in several areas of applied mathematics and engineering. Some of 
differential equations 
” 
ant role 
these applications are covered in this volume. One paper discusses implicit 
Ax'+Br=f. 
Applications of the generalized eigenvalue problem 
Ax=hBx 
are given to finite element models of ships and offshore structiues and 
vibration probhms. 
As expected, many of the papers address the problem of compu * 
the Kronecker canonical form, the associated subspaces, or the ge eralized 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The general problem is considered 
the important special case when A, B are both symmetric. With I 
g either 
well as 
e excep- 
tion of one paper on the Tau method for the approximation of 
ordinary differential equations, the papers are strictly finite 
approach. There are also three papers on the generalized sin 
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decomposition, its computation, and its relationship to the generalized eigen- 
value problem and matrix pencils. 
This reviewer believes that well-written conference papers are frequently 
the best way to learn recent material. Authors of conference papers tend to 
write at the most natural level of difficulty rather than the most general. 
Simple examples are often worked out and the author feels freer to make 
informal comments and share his impressions and intuition. 
This volume provides a good way for someone with some background in 
linear algebra to find out what the current interest in matrix pencils is all 
about. The coverage of current topics is reasonably complete and the papers 
grouped in a logical manner. The papers were refereed, and are generally 
well-written. Several of the papers reference each other and address quite 
similar topics but from different viewpoints. This provides the reader a better 
feel for the problem than just one paper would. 
The papers in this volume often presuppose some familiarity with the 
Kronecker canonical form, orthogonal transformations, the singular value 
decomposition, and what is currently considered “good taste” in numerical 
linear algebra (i.e., LINPACK type routines). The references in the papers, 
when combined, form a reasonably complete bibliography of the recent 
numerical work on matrix pencils and the generalized singular value decom- 
position. The more application specific referencing is less complete. 
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